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Chapter 3
Pancha Kosha Vivekaha
43 Verses
Introduction :

Text
15 Chapters
Chapter 1 – 10

Chapter 11 – 15

Separate Chapters

Continuous

• Swami Vidyaranya writes Chapter 1 – 6.

• Guru Bharata Tirtha – Chapter 7 – 15
• 13th Acharya of Sringeri Matt = Guru Bharata Tirtha
• 14th Acharya of Sringeri Matt = Swami Vidyaranya
• Guru’s Bashyam of Brahma Sutra “Ratnaprabha”.

• Commentary by : Govinda Ananda Sishya
• Sometimes Guru writes commentary for Sishya.
• Pratyaksha Darshana of Gayatri.
• Vairagya Lakshana of Sanyasa.
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• Brother of Vidyaranya wrote :
o 4 Vedas commentary
o “Sayanachara” commentary.

• Vidyaranya master of Sangeeta, Vyakaranam, Jyotisha Shastra.
• At 75, Vidyaranya took Sanyasa, lived 120 years.
• Panchadasi text blessed by Gayatri Devi.
• 1st Text Gurudev studied under Swami Tapovan Maharaj.
Chapter 2 of Panchadasi :
• Elaboration of Chandogya Upanishad : Chapter 6 – 2 – 1.

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this
subject, some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one
without a second. Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
• Pancha Buta Viveka

• Differentiate Brahman w.r.t. 5 Elements.
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Chapter 3 :

• Taittriya Prakriya – Chapter 2 Brahmananda Valli.
• Pancha Kosha Viveka.
Taittriya Upanishad
3 Chapters - 3 Vallis
Siksha

Brahmananda

Brighu

- Discovery of SELF by
distinction of 5 sheaths
from Brahman.
Taittriya Upanishad : Brighu Valli

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]
3

• Knower of Brahman gets liberation.
• Phalam : Supreme Parama Purushartha.
• Jneya Vastu – Brahman.
• Attain supreme Brahman means attainment of knowledge.
What is nature of Brahman?
• Satyam Jnanam Ananantham Brahman.

• Eternal Existence.
Where is that Brahman?
• Yo Veda Nihitam Guhayam.
• In the cave of intellect.
• Samvarane – concealed.
• Invaluable Jeeva hidden inside 5 Koshas.
• Dwell on it and clearly see it.
Tadatmayam

Upa-Samkramya

Identification

Non identification

• Different from 5 Koshas is Brahman.
• Tad – That – remote
• Give up identification, Tadatmayam, and enter deep Guha.
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5 Koshas
Annamaya

Pranamaya

Manomaya

Vigyanamaya

Anandamaya

• Brahman is lodged inside 5 Koshas.
• Possible to know Brahman.
Discern
Self

5 Koshas

Brahman

Non Self
2 Levels of discernment

One Kosha from Another

Brahman and 5 Koshas
For Moksha

• Atman = Brahman = Ultimate reality of universe + individual.
• Brihatvat Brahma = Infinite reality.
= Substratum of Brahmananda
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• Go within get Brahman because Atma = Brahman.

Taittriya Upanishad :

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]

• Brahman = Your SELF = Ultimate Reality.
Upadesa Sara :

One who gives up the conditionings gains Self-realisation. The vision of the Lord as the Self is
true God-realisation. [Verse 25]
• Vision of Lord = Vision of ones own SELF.
• Jiva Brahma Aikyam indicated in Taittriya Upanishad.
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]
• Vision of Lord = Vision of ones own SELF.
I)

Vishaya = Brahman = You

II) Knowledge of Brahman = Sambanda Self inextricably mixed with 5 Koshas.
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Session 2

Verse 1 :

It is possible to know Brahman which is “hidden in the cave (ie., the five sheaths), by
differentiating It from them. Hence the five sheaths are now being considered.
[Chapter 3 – Verse 1]
• Brahman hidden in cave of 5 sheaths = Subject matter of chapter 3.
• Differentiate Brahman and 5 Sheaths.

Chapter 1 :
• Brahman = Subject, existed before creation.
Chandogya Upanishad :

Somya, before this world was manifest there was only existence, one without a second. On this
subject, some maintain that before this world was manifest there was only non-existence, one
without a second. Out of that non-existence, existence emerged. [6 - 2 - 1]
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Om, the knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. With reference to that, is the following
hymn recited: Brahman is the truth, knowledge and infinity. He who knows it as existing in the
cave of the heart in the transcendent Akasa, realises all his desires along with omniscient
Brahman. [2 - 1 - 1]

From that (Which is ) this Atman, is space born; from Akasa, air; from air, Fire; from fire, water;
from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from herbs, food; and from food, man. [2 - 1 - 2]
• Nihitam = Hidden, placed.
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a) Bodhyam Shakyam :

• It is possible to know Brahman because he entered the creation (Nivishtam).
• Knowledge is means of attaining Brahman.
b) Panchakosha Vivekataha :
Methodology :
• Brahman is identified with 5 Kosha in ignorance.
• Brahman has no action.
• Ignorance makes it consider that the self is 5 Sheaths.
• Mistake at the level of intellect.
• Solution is : Knowledge
• Apparent becoming Brahman by ignorance, only wrong understanding.
Identification with 5 Koshas
Apparent

Not Real

• Intellect knows only by crystal clear clarity.
• Intellect understands by differentiating, discrimination, Viveka, classification.
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Living beings (Vyavartakam)
Plant

Animal

Human

c) Panchakosham Vistarena Vichyate :
• Pritak Bave, differentiates in detail.
• Essence and details both taken up.
• Prakarshena – Absolute clarity
Verse 1 :
• Pratingya Vakyam – Tatparya Nirnayam.

• Vow, declares, what is going to follow.
• Prakarana Grantha means spoon feeding students, for beginners.
• Listen Prakarana granthas before Upanishads.
• Brahman exists in the cave of intellect, differentiate it from the 5 Koshas and become
free.
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Verse 2 :

Within the Physical sheath is the vital sheath ; within the vital sheath is the mental sheath ;
still, within is the intellectual sheath or the agent sheath and still within is the blissful sheath ,
or the enjoyer sheath. This succession (of one within another) is the cave (that covers the
Atman). [Chapter 3 – Verse 2]
What is the cave of Atma?

• Parampara – Lineage described in this verse.
Annamaya
Pranamaya
Manomaya

ATMA

Vigyanamaya (Buddhi – Karta)
Anandamaya (Bokta)
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• Guha – Veils, can go inside, can light up with knowledge.

• Kosha – Inside, precious.
a) Annamaya Kosha :
• Within Body is the Prana.
• Within means controller, governing, subtle.
• Body = Physical sheath, Annamaya.
b) Pranamaya – Kosha :
• Prana = Inhalation – Exhalation.
• One Prana has power of inhalation – exhalation, excretion, digestion, circulation,
throwing out.

• Prana controls the functioning of the body and is within.
c) Manomaya Kosha : Pranatabyantara Manaha
• Within Prana is the mind.
• Mind governs Prana.
• Mind calm – breath calm.
• Mind – in Samadhi – physiological functions reduced.
• Body maintained by force of Prarabda Karma.
• Mind is of nature of Sankalpa – Vikalpa (Vimarshatmaka).
• Prana gives Kriya Shakti, capacity to act, Jnana Shakti capacity to know.
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• Subtler, always inside, empowering force for external manifestation.

• Te Neisha Poornaha, by the inner outer is filled.
• Control Prana to control mind.
• Action is always external to knowledge.
• Lineage :
o Knowledge
o Desire
o Action
• Kosha veils and protects.
d) Vigyana Maya Kosha :
• Inside the mind is Karta doer, Ahamkara.
• I-ness gets captured in Vigyana Maya.
• Self’s presence is in Vigyanamaya.
• Vigyanamaya Kosha like mirror and sun, reflects the SELF and becomes Karta.

• Reflected self is called Chidabhasa.
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In Vigyanamaya Kosha there is
Aham Vrutti

Chidabhasa
- I am

- Which gets reflection of SELF
- Captures sense of I, Ego
- Buddhi holds individual I

• Vigyanamaya Kosha is characterized by notion of selfhood, doership.

Manaha
- Oscillating
- Sankalpa – Vikalpa Manaha

Buddhi
-

No Oscillation
There is clarity, decisiveness
Nishchayatmika
Holds reflected SELF and
becomes Karta

• Drawn-in, in SELF claims doership.
• Doership implies identification with the instruments through senses, mind, body.
• Karta – Ego is Aham Vrutti, thought.
e) Anandamaya Kosha :
• Bokta

• 5 Koshas put together = Cave.
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Ego I
I) Illusion, unreal
II) Thought

Pure I
I)
II)
-

Sun / Chit
I)
II)
III)
IV)
V)

Actual
Truth – Level
Enables illusion
Shuddha Atma, Satchit Ananda, unborn
Different level
- Purushottama, Param Atma
- Intrinsic existence, pure Amness
- Self shines regardless of presence,
absence of Mind
VI) Ever shining SELF
- Self shining SELF
- Beyond mind – intellect, can’t be
studied as concept
- Known as subject
- Intuitive inward gaze will help you
realise the pure SELF
- Atma Lodged in the cave

Real
Not thought
Parampurna Sat, Satchit Ananda, true I.
Shuddha Atma not an illusion
Reflected Sun / Chidabhasa

I)
II)
III)
IV)
V)

Apparent
Nama – Rupa – Mind Vyavaharika level
Experience of illusion
Jivatma
Comes and goes
- Temporary existence of few decades
- Body shines when mind shines
VI) Known as object of knowledge,
ignorance.
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• In the cave of Atma, all 5 Koshas are Abhyantara, connected.
• Observe what lies within each Kosha.
• Within means controller, governor, subtler, not evidently seen.
Intellect (Vigyanamaya Kosha)

Characterised by notion of I
Chidabhasa + Mind
• I – thought = Reflection of Chit.

• Intellect governs our minds emotions, Chanchalatvam, doubts.
• Why Karta – Bokta are divided?
I – thought

Connects with,
own’s up with,
identifies with

Eyes – Seeing
Tongue – Singing
Legs - Walking
- Ahamkara I
- Ego I
Adhyasa
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I thought has Adhyasa
Enjoyer

Doer
- Vigyanamaya Kosha

- Anandamaya Kosha
- Tongue enjoying
- Eyes enjoying
Anandamaya Kosha has 3
types of Sukha Vruttis
generated in the Mind

Priya

Moda

Pramoda

• Sukha Vruttis are different than Mind + Intellect.
I) Priya :
• Ishta Vastu Darshana Janya Sukham.
• Vishayas, objects which hold thought of happiness.
• Joy born out of perception of liked object / being..
• Happiness born out of seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, touching.
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Gita :

The contacts of senses with objects, O son of Kunti, which cause heat and cold, pleasure and
pain, have a beginning and an end; they are impermanent. Endure them bravely, O descendant
of Bharata.[Chapter 2 - Verse 14]
II) Moda :
• Ishta Vastu Labha Janya Sukham.
• Liked object is now owned, possessed.

• Laddoo now in the plate, not in the shop.
III) Pramoda :
• Ishta Vastu Anubhava Janya Sukham.
• Laddoo in the mouth, enjoying.
• For 3 thoughts, oscillating Vruttis of the mind, should quieten.
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• Mind quietens when it is focussed.

• Priya, Moda, Pramoda are Bava Vruttis.
• Pleasure thoughts are more deeper than concentrated thoughts of the intellect.
• When laddoo is in the mouth, other thoughts go away.
• Only taste of laddoo remains in the mind, only Pramoda Ananda thought, bliss
thought.
Nidra / Sleep
Positively Seen
- Bliss
- Subtlest thought

Negatively Seen
- Ignorance
- Abhava Vritti
- In has no Object

• Without experience of subtle sleep thought – “I did not experience anything” there
will be no recall next day.
• Ahamkara I – thought – continues in sleep.
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Sleep
Ahamkara I
- I Experience nothing
- Samanya Sukham,
reflected Ananda of
Atma = Nidra Ananda

Sakshi I
- Seer of deep sleep
thought, Bliss thought.

• Everybody experiences same Ananda Vritti, uniformly, same Atma is substratum for all
Ananda Maya Kosha.
Taittriya Upanishad :
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Of that, of the former, this one verily is the embodied self. Different from this self made up of
intellect (Vijnanamaya) is another self within, formed of bliss (Anandamaya). By this, that is
filled (By Anandamaya the Vijnanamaya is full). It also has the shape of man. According to the
human form of that is the human form of this. Of it, Joy (Priya) is the right side, Rejoicing
(Moda) is the left side, and bliss (Pramoda) is the trunk. Brahman is the tail support. There is
this following Vaidika Verse about it. [2 - 5 - 2]
• Priya, Moda, Pramoda is experienced in your SELF – Brahman.
Brahman

Sakshi

Substratum

w.r.t. World

In Vigyana Maya Kosha,
reflection of Atma becomes
Knowledge

Sentiency

• Then it is distributed to Prana, senses, body.
• Ananda Maya Kosha, Reflection of Atma Ananda becomes experiential happiness.
Maya
Density of happiness Vruttis (Prachura)
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• 3 Vruttis cause Joy in Ananda Kosha, hence it is called Bokta, Samanya Ananda.
• Anandamaya Kosha is enjoyer of 3 Vruttis.
• Anandamaya Kosha, 3 Vruttis of Joy guides Vigyanamaya Kosha Karta into action and
give direction.

• Anandamya Kosha, Aantaraha, beyond Vigyanamaya.
Pranamaya

- Governs Body

Manomaya / Vigyanamaya

- Subtle thoughts
- Govern

Anandamaya

- Bokta
- Governs Karta

• Guha – Goohati – Samvarane, hides partially, not fully, has entry.

• When light of knowledge thrown in the Guha, can see the 5 Koshas clearly.
• Self is in this Guha of 5 Koshas.
• Self = Brahman, Ayam Atma Brahma.
• Realise Brahman though Pancha Kosha Viveka.

Controller
-

Pranamaya
Manomaya
Vigyanamaya
Anandamaya
Atma

Controlled
-

Annamaya
Pranamaya
Manomaya
Vigyanamaya
Anandamaya
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• Why each Kosha is not Atma?
Guha – Cave 4 points to
remember
- Samvarane
- Covers

- Not Empty
- Atma inside

- Has entry
- Can go inside

- Throw light of
knowledge
- To see inside

• Inner is controller of outer, subtler than outer.
Priya / Moda / Pramoda
- Object experienced
- Bava Vrutti

Deep Sleep
- No objects but still
Ananda Experienced.
- Abava Pratyaya
Alambana Vrutti Nidra.
- Samanya Ananda
- No grades
- No Ups / Downs
- General , universal
- Samanya Abava Vrutti
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Ananda Maya Kosha
Enjoyment of
Bava Vrutti

Abava Vrutti

Visesha Vishaya Vrutti

Samanya Vrutti

• Brahman is beyond Bava and Abava Rupam.
• Jiva is Bokta, enjoyer of Bava, Abava Vruttis, hence called Bokta.
• Bokta different from Karta.
Kosha
- Annamaya
- Manomaya
- Vigyanamaya

Enjoys
- Food
- Love
- Vedanta
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3 types of Vruttis =
Chidabhasa – Reflection in
Anatma

Emotions

Doer - Karta

Enjoyer - Bokta

Manomaya

Vigyanamaya

Anandamaya

• By identification with Vruttis, one becomes doer, enjoyer, deep sleeper, Samsarin.
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Session 4
Verse 3 :

The body which is produced from the seed and blood of the parents, which are in turn formed
out of the food eaten by them, grows by food only. It is not the Self, for it does not exist either
before birth or after death. [Chapter 3 – Verse 3]
• Why Annamaya Kosha is not the SELF?
Body is produced by food eaten
- By father
- Becomes Seed in father
- Some sperm contains Jiva

-

By mother
Becomes blood in mother
Ova
Embriyo

• Seed, blood formed by food eaten by parents.
• Cells formed by combination of sperm, and Ova, multiplies, creates body.
• Body grows by food.
• 6 modifications (Asti, Jayate, Vardate, Viparinamate, Apakshiyate, Vinashyati).
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• Annena Jiva Vardate, 7 days don’t eat, will have weight loss.

• Why body not self?
o Prak Chordhva Tad Abavat
o Does not exist either before birth or after death.
o Body is perishable, hence not the SELF.
Chandogya Upanishad :

Having become mist, it changes into clouds. Then from clouds, it becomes rain and falls to the
earth. Finally it grows as paddy, barley, plants, trees, sesame, beans, and so forth. The change
from this state is very difficult. Those who eat these things produce children just like
themselves. [5 - 10 - 6]
Aitareya Upanishad :
• Chapter 4 – Verse 1

28

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

29

‘That the father produced seven kinds of food through meditation and rites’ means that the father indeed
produced them through meditation and rites. ‘One is common to all eaters' means, this food that is eaten is
the common food of all eaters. He who adores (monopolises) this food is never free from evil, for this is
general food. ‘Two he apportioned to the gods,’ means making oblations in the fire, and offering presents
otherwise to the gods. Therefore people perform both these. Some, however, say, those two are the new
and full moon sacrifices. Therefore one should not be engrossed with sacrifices for material ends. ‘One he
gave to the animals’—it is milk. For men and animals first live on milk alone. Therefore they first make a
new-born babe lick clarified butter or suckle it. And they speak of a new-born calf as not yet eatrgg grass.
‘On it rests everything— what lives and what does not' means that on milk indeed rests all this that lives and
that does not. It is said that by making offerings of milk in the fire for a year one conquers further death.
One should not think like that. He who knows as above conquers further death the very day he makes that
offering, for he offers all eatable food to the gods. ‘Why are they not exhausted, although they are always
being eaten?’—means that the being (eater) is indeed the cause of their permanence, for he produces this
food again and again. ‘He who knows this cause of their permanence’ means that the being (eater) is indeed
the cause of their permanence, for he produces this food through his meditation for the time being and
rites. If he does not do this, it will be exhausted. ‘He eats food with Pratīka’ ‘Pratīka' means pre-eminence;
hence the meaning is, pre-eminently. ‘He attains the gods and lives on nectar’
is a eulogy.[1 - 5 - 2]

• Kosha = Veiling, cover, Guha
= Tells you something precious inside.
• Inner Kosha is propeller, controller of outer.
• Guha will not tell you that.

• Kosha = Achadakatvat, veils, covers.
30

SELF

Non SELF

Atma, Me, I

5 Koshas

• Deha = Dah, Dhatu = Burnt, goes back to elements.
Maya – 2 meanings

Vikara

Prachura
-

Full of Consciousness
Chinmaya is our nature
Suvarnamaya Bhushanam
Annamaya not full of food
Pankaja

- Born from
Slush – Panka

- Modification
- Deha
Paisam / Kheer :
- Modification of Milk
- Annamaya Vikara of food, change.

Jalaja

Andaja

- Born from water

- Born from egg
- Birds
- Reptiles

Jarayuja
- Born from
womb
- Human

• Essence of food modifies to Zygote, Plastula…
• Cause of Body = Food
• Body houses the Jiva.
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Chandogya Upanishad :

• How Jivas comes into the body?
• Jiva exists in 14 Lokas, comes to Bhu Loka from 13 Lokas.
Subtle stages :
I.

Abra – Cloud

II.

Megha – Rain Cloud

III. Pravarshiati – Rain
IV. Aushadi – Plants – Rice, barley, pulses.
V. Retha – Sperm
VI. Jiva born into Zygote
•

Not all men have Jiva.

•

Cosmic law, person with Prarabda alone goes inside.

•

Who deserves the Child, gets the Jiva.

•

Shastra – only means of this knowledge and some parts lost (Alaukika Vishaya).

•

Jiva does not belong to any of the parents.

•

Children come through you, don’t belong to you.

•

We give house to the soul, soul is not yours, belongs to Ishvara.

•

Body is born in food, stays in food, goes back to food.

•

Annamaya not Atma but means to Atma.
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Session 5

• Deha – Modification of food not composed of food, not Prachura but Vikara – Maya of
food.
• Deha is not there before and after.

Bava

Abava

When its there

In sleep and death

Example :

• Charu – Vak, Jain, Baudah Philosopher
↓
Pleasantly

↓
Speaking, don’t accept Veda, took body = Atma = Self.

• Consciousness intrinsic to body
• Life short, eat, be happy.
• Self = Body, is criticised by all schools.
Vedanta :
• Consciousness not intrinsic to body.
• Self = I = Consciousness = Knower of Body

= Separate, independent principle
Vedantin’s Argument :
• If body is Atma, in dead body, no consciousness, hence body is not Atma.
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Verse 4 :

This body did not exist in the previous birth ; then how could it have produced this birth? (For
that would be an effect without a cause.) Without existing in the future birth it cannot enjoy
the results of action accumulated here (in this birth). (And hence it would be a case of one
does and another enjoys the fruits thereof – which is unreasonalbe). [Chapter 3 – Verse 4]
• Why body not Atma?

2 Doshas will come if body is Atma
- Akarta Abhyagama
- Will see effect without a cause
Example :
- Experience pain now without
actions in this birth.

- Krta Vipranasa
- Am a cause but don’t see results.
Example :
- Actions done, result not reaped.

• Body comes because of Sanchita fructification into Prarabda.
• Body not doer of Karma or enjoyer of Karma Phalam.
• Hence body not Atman or SELF.
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I) Akruta Abhyagama :

• If body is Atma, see effect without a cause.
• Cause of this birth not an accident.
• Particular family, country, rich, poor, without deformity, prodigies.
• Accident = Effect without a cause.
• Bokta seen, Karta not seen.
• Philosophy – based on logical cause – effect movement.
• I get what I have not done, I have experiences for which I am not responsible.
• Karta – Bokta has to be same entity, soul, Jiva.
• As you sow, so you reap.
IInd Dosha : Kruta Vipranasha
• All results of actions not reaped in this birth.
• Dying without enjoying results.
• Karta seen, Bokta not seen.

Other Reasons :
I)

Vigyanamaya Kosha

Anandamaya Kosha

Karta

Bokta

• Hence body not SELF.
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II) Sleep State :

• Karana Sharira Vritti is there in sleep :
o There is nothing, Avidya, Bava Rupa.
o Bava is experienced by Sakshi (Superior knower).
o This is recalled in waking upon getting up.
o Isness experienced without body.
o Hence body not SELF.
• Atma = Anitya, I – SELF, am always there changelessly, pure awareness, consciousness.
• All philosophers agree.
• There will be intellectual chaos, if SELF is not there.

• Jains and Baudhas accept permanent SELF.
Eternity – 2 types
Parinami Nitya
- Baudhas
- Water appears same in a river
but is continuously changing
- Similarly Atma = Flow of
Consciousness.

Kutastha NItya
- Changeless Atma
- Changeless awareness is
Atma.
36

• Logic explained in Verse 4.
I) This body not in earlier birth.
• How can it enjoy – 1st experience of birth?
• Body is having an experience which is not the cause.

• Enjoyment without being doer.
• There is Bokta – without Karta.
II) Akruta Abhyugama Dosha :
• Bokta without Karta.
III) Kruta Vipranasa, Vinasa, Hani, Nasha Dosha :
• Karta without being Bokta.
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Verse 5 :

The vital airs which pervade the body and give power and motion to the eyes and other senses
constitute the Vital sheath. It is not the Self because it is devoid of consciousness.
[Chapter 3 – Verse 5]
Why Pranamaya not Atma?
Prana
Pervades body

Gives power to the Sense
Organs and organs of action

• It is devoid of consciousness, sentiency, is inert, no power to know “I am”.
a) Poorno Dehe Balam Yatcha Akashanam Yaha Pravartakaha :
• In the Deha, Prana is Poornaha, all pervading.
• It fills the entire body, enables it to function and gives it strength (Jnana Indriyas +
Karma Indriyas).
• All physiological functions enabled by “Prana”.
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I) Prana :
• Respiratory system (Inhalation – Exhalation).
II) Apana :
• Excretion of waste in the body – sweat, urine.

III) Vyana :
• Nourishes body
• Circulation of Nutrients to cells.
• Facilitates movements.
IV) Udana :
• Reverse action in the body.
• Vomiting, expels undigested food.
• Blurping, yawning.
V) Samana :

• Digestion.
b) Pravartakaha :
• Prana fills, pervades the body everywhere.
Deha

Prana

Anna Vikara

Vayu Vikara
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• Karma Indriyas included in Pranamaya Kosha.
• Body controlled by Prana.
c) Vayu Pranamaya Nasava Atma :
• Prana not Atma.

d) Chaitanya Varjanat :
• Prana is inert, Jadam, no consciousness in it.
• My experience :
I am not Jadam, I am sentient being, knowing, conscious, awareful, alert being.
• Prana enables the physiological functions of the body without knowing the body.
• Prana functions in the womb also.
• 1st cell division because of Prana.
Cell
Zygote
Inner Division

• A Zygote is formed when an egg cell is fertilized by a sperm cell.
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• In single – celled organisms, the zygote can divide by mitosis to produce identical
offspring.
• Each cell doubles (One cell becomes two, becomes four and so – on).
• This two – week stage is known as the germinal period of development and covers the
fertilization (Also called conception) to the implantation of the blastocyst in the uterus.
• Zygote – solid ball of cells – Blastocyst – Embryo – Placenta – Fluid – filled membranes
– fetus.
• All are powers of Prana in the body.
• In a single cell, there is circulation, movement.

Taittriya Upanishad :

Through Prana, the gods (Indriyas) live and so also do men and the animal kingdom. Prana is
verily the life of beings. Therefore, it is called the universal life or the life of all. Those who
meditate on Brahman as Prana come to live the full span of their life. Prana verily is the life of
beings. Therefore, it is called universal life or the life of all. [2 - 3 - 1]
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Of that former (Annamaya), this Pranamaya is the Atman. Different from this Pranamaya – Self
made up of the Pranas, there is another self constituted of the mind. With that self made of
mind, the Pranamaya is full. This also is of the form of man. Its human form is according to that
of the former. Of it, Yajus is the head, Rk is the right side, Saman is the left side, the scriptural
injunction (Adesa) is the trunk and the group of hymns of Atharva-Vada is the tail and the
support. There is the following Vaidika Verse about it. [2 - 3 - 2]
• Prana = Life of all bodies.
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Taittriya Upanishad :

Bhrgu, the well known son of Varuna, Approached his father, Varuna and requested, “O
Revered Sir, teach me Brahman”. Varuna said, thus, to him (Bhrgu), “Food, Prana, the eyes, the
ears, the mind and the speech are Brahman”. [3 - 1 - 1]

To him (Bhrgu) he (Varuna) Again said: “That from which these beings are born; that by which,
having been born, these beings live and continue to exist; and that into which, when
departing, they all enter; That sleekest thou to know. That is Brahman”. He, (Bhgru) Performed
Penance; and after having done Penance….. [3 - 1 - 2]
• Because of Prana, beings come to life, exist.
• Prana does not know.
• Breathing, digestion, circulation, excretion, reverse actions does not know anything,
Jadam, inert.
• You are the knower of Stomach upset and problems.
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 2
• King Ajatashatru – Gargi Samvada.
• Sleeper called by his name does not get up.
• Prana is there but not sentient.
• If Prana was knowing, on calling, person will get up.
• Prana = Chaitanya Varjanat.
• Prana does not satisfy full Lakshana of the SELF.
Lakshana of the SELF
- Chaitanyam
- Knower
- Experiencer

- Pravastika
- Enabler
- Sanchalakaha

Vedanta :

• Not based on belief.
• It is based on faith of scriptures to reveal the truth and Anubhava, experience of
Consciousness.
• As you study, you know the truth simultaneously.
• You see truth as you listen.
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Verse 6 :

That which gives rise to the ideas of I and mine with regard to one’s body, house and so forth,
is the mind sheath. It is not the self because it has desires and is moved by pleasure and pain,
is subject to delusion and is fickle. [Chapter 3 – Verse 6]
Why mind is not Atma?
• Mind gives rise to ideas of I, mine, w.r.t. ones body.
• My body, mind, house – car…

• It is the mental sheath not Atma.
Mind has desires
Moved by pleasure + pain delusion
Unstable, changing
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Annamaya
- Body, modification of
Annam (Anna Vikara)

Pranamaya

Manomaya

- Modification of Vayu
- Vayu Vikara
- Physiological function

- Mayat, Prachura
- Full of thoughts,
Vruttis.
- Chinmaya, full of
Consciousness
- Creates thought of “I”
in the Body, Prana,
Senses, Sangatah.

• Technical term = Paribhashika Shabda.
a) Ahamtam, Mamatam Dehe Gehadau Cha Karoti Yaha :
Vruttis
Ahamta
- I
- In the Body

Mamata
- Relations – my body,
mind, car, house.

Rama Gita :
• I + Mine = Delusion = World.
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Vivekachudamani :

Apart from the mind there is no ignorance (avidya). The mind itself is the ignorance which is
the cause for the bondage of conditioned existence. When the mind is destroyed, everything
else is destroyed. When the mind manifests, everything else manifests.[Verse 169]
• Mind = Avidya = I + Mine
= Delusion
= bondage of Samsara
• When mind ends, bondage goes.

b) Kamada Avasthaya Brantaha :
• Waking up – Bondage begins.
• Deluded by Shad – Ripuhu state of Kama (Desire), Krodha, Lobha, Moha, Madah,
Matsarya.
• All emotions = Me, thoughts.
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• I talks – Kama to be its nature, to be the SELF.

• When desire comes, I – SELF with Adhyasa, become desirer – Kami, Krodhi, Raaghi,
deluded, confused.
• I – pure SELF – identity with Deha and Mano Avasthas become deluded, confused.
c) Na Asou Atma Na Manomaya :
• Why I am not Manomaya Kosha?
• In greed, no anger.
• In anger, no Jealousy.
Gita :

He who hates no creature, who is friendly and compassionate to all, who is free from
attachment and egoism, balanced in pleasure and pain and forgiving… [Chapter 12 - Verse 13]
• In all minds emotions, “I” am constant.
• I am Kshetrajna, not Kshetram.
• I can’t have Karuna and Krodha together.
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• One emotion denies another emotion.

• I can’t be changing Mano Bavas.
• In spite of minds Vikara, I am constantly, changelessly there.

Minds emotions
- Not my Svarupa

I am
- Continuous,
changeless, SELF,
Consciousness,
awareness.

• Mind has consciousness reflected in it, looks sentient.

Gita :

And whosoever, leaving the body, goes forth remembering Me alone, at the time of his death,
he attains My being; there is no doubt about this. [Chapter 8 – Verse 5]
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• Mind determines + goes.

• Mano Vruttis have Vikaras, I remain their changeless substratum.
• As the mind, so the man.
• Altitude depends on Attitude.
• I am neither good, bad.
• Thoughts goo, bad, right, wrong.
• Jivatma continues till Moksha.
• Body is for a duration of time.

Body
- Not me
- Jadam
- Residence

Jivatma
- Not me
- In Karma, Karma
Phalam

Paramatma
- Is me
- Beyond Karma Phalam

Jnani :
• Sees mind as faulse, Baditam, negates them.
• I + mine – only Vyavaharika roles.
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Mind :
• Thinks body to be itself.
• That which has thoughts of I + mine is Manomaya Kosha.
• It has expression of ignorance of SELF.
• All thoughts are in identification mode.
• Mind is seat of Emotions, Brantaha, Deluded.
• Takes Kama, Krodha, as itself.
• Identifies with desire thought and says : I am desirer.
• Manomaya becomes Kami, Krodhi.
• I am angry, compassionate, intelligent, dull, emotional.
• Why Manomaya Kosha not Atma?
• I am desirer, Angry, Changing, person identifying with thoughts in the mind,
temporary states.
• Atma, changeless, pure awareness not thoughts.
• Manomaya – Vikari Anitya, deluded, unstable, changing, hence not Atma.
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Verse 7 :

The intellect which has the reflection of pure consciousness, and which pervades the whole
body up to the tips of the fingers in the waking state, but disappears in deep sleep, is known as
the intellect sheath. It also is not the Self because it too is changeable. [Chapter 3 – Verse 7]
• Why Vigyanamaya Kosha not Atma?

• Intellect has reflection of pure Consciousness.
• Pervades whole body upto tip of finger in waking state.
• Disappears in deep sleep.
• Changeable, hence not Atma.
a) Chit Chaya Upethya Dhi Vigyana Maya Shabda Bak :
• Shadow, reflection of Consciousness.
• Chit Pratibimba, Chidabhasa.
• Nishchayatmika – Dhi.
• Chanchalatvat – Manaha – continuous, changing emotions.

• Upetha – endowed with reflection of Consciousness.
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Gita :

The mind verily is, O Krsna, restless, turbulent, strong and unyielding; I deem it quite (as)
difficult to control as the wind. [Chapter 6 – Verse 34]
• Sun

→ Reflection in water

• Intellect → Reflection in the Intellect.
→ Presence of Consciousness is felt here.
• Not actual reflection, only feeling.
• Consciousness is all pervasive.
Example
Apparent presence of you in
the mirror

Apparent presence of 2
trees in the water

Apparent presence of SELF
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I – Thought
- 1st thought on waking in the
Buddhi
- Can observe, vocalise
- I – thought has presence of
Consciousness.
- Not true, apparent

Pure I
- Unvoiced nonverbalised
- Transcends all descriptions
Taittriya Upanishad :
- Yatho Vacho.. [2 – 4 – 1]
- Beyond time, speech
- Not in level of Mind

Taittriya Upanishad :

Whence all the speech turns back with the mind without reaching it (The eternal Truth, the
Brahman), He who knows the bliss of eternal truth, the Brahman, fears not at any time. This
mind is the embodied soul of the Pranamaya. Of this (Pranamaya) the Manomaya is the self.
[2 - 4 - 1]
• What is difference between Manomaya and Vigyanamaya?
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Vigyanamaya
I)

Conduit, pipeline, distributes
consciousness to mind and body
- Annamaya, Pranamaya has no
consciousness.
II) Made of Sattvik Amsha.
III) Nishchayatmika, firm, steady is
its Svarupa

Manomaya
I) Chanchalatvat, can’t distribute
II) Made of Sattvik Amsha but not
steady.
III) Oscillating, Sankalpa, Vikalpa.

b) Lina Suptou :

• Dissolves, merges, Laya in sleep into Karana Shariram (Vasana Maya – Causal seed
form)
• Seed sprouts on waking.
• Lina not Nasha
• All you know is retained.
• Bodhe = waking state.
c) Vapuhu Vyapyunat Anaka Agraka :
• Pervades entire body upto tip of nails.
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Tena Saha
-

Tena Vina

Maryada
Upto
Inclusive
Body upto hand / hair / nails

- Abhividi
- Exclusive
- Body till handrest.

• No place where Vigyanamaya Kosha is not present in waking state.
Endowed with reflection of
Consciousness

Body
Has Selfhood
- Captures sense of I

Gets life, sentiency
- Ability to respond to
external stimuli.
- Feel the Breeze, touch,
hear, see

• In the waking state, Vigyanamaya Kosha pervades the whole world completely without
exception.
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• In deep sleep, Vigyanamaya Kosha negated.
• I Sakshi am there, sleeper I was there.
• Consciousness knows the passive mind in deep sleep and active mind in asking, semi
active in dream.

• I slept well = Sruti in Karana Shariram rememberance.
• Any rememberance requires Anubhava, experience.
• Anubhava requires presence of illumining factor, Consciousness.
• Experience of my SELF is there always in 3 Avasthas and beyond.
• I am not 3 Sharirams.

Vigyanamaya – 2 Conditions
Manifest

Unmanifest

Waking, dream

Sleep
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

That it does not know in that state is because, although knowing then, it does not know; for
the knower’s function of knowing can never be lost, because it is immortal. But there is not
that second thing separate from it which it can know. [4 - 3 - 30]
• For Consciousness, its consciousness never ceases, super waker status.
• For Body – Mind – World Consciousness ceases, hence we say they are in reflected
Consciousness.
SELF
- Nitya
- Presence felt always

Buddhi
- Anitya
- Presence not felt in sleep
- Lina Suptou, Chitchaya
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Verse 8 :

The inner organ functions as the agent and also the instrument. Hence though one, it is
treated as two, viz., the intellect sheath and the mind sheath. Their fields of operation are the
inner world and the outer world respectively. [Chapter 3 – Verse 8]
One inner organ – Antar
Indriyam

Functions as
Agent
-

Buddhi
Static
Inner world
Judges the inputs of the
Mind
- Always remains within
- Called Internal

Instrument
-

Mind
Dynamic
Outer world
Collects sense Data and
presents to intellect
- Called external
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Sense organs – Bahir Indriya knows the
world
Eyes, ears, skin, tongue, nose
World of sense objects Shabda, Sparsha,
Rupa, Rasa, Gandha
Vrutti Vyapti :
• Vrutti from Buddhi goes out through mind and sense organs and envelops the objects.

Session 9
a) Kartrutva Karanatvabyam vikriyeta Indriyam :
2 modifications internally
Kartrutva
- Doership
- Buddhi
- Agent, always inside

Karanatva
- Instrument Karanam
- Always outside
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Kaaranam
Cause

-

Sadaranam – General

Asadaranam – Specific

(I) Mind, Intellect for Guna, Dosha
Vimarsha (Enquiry Analysis)

(II) Specific, unique Apoorvata

Eyes – Form / colour
Ears – Sound
Nose – Smell
Tongue – Taste
Skin – Touch
To see faults, defects, good, bad,
merit demerit
- Idam Pratyaya
- Eat / Not
- Karanam for cognition = Mind

- For decision = Intellect, doer
- Prana, senses can’t do this
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Cooking – 2 causes

General

- Utensil, light provisions

Specific
- Fire, heat
- Karanam

Taittriya Upanishad :

Knowledge performs the sacrifices and it is the real agent of all the physical activities. All the
‘Gods’ worship knowledge as Brahman, the eldest. If a man knows knowledge as Brahman and
if he does not swerve from it, he attains all desires and comes to abandon all the sins in the
body. [2 - 5 - 1]
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2 types of thought process in
internal organ

Cogitation – By Mind
- Vimarsha Rupa
- Continuously vacillating
(Do it / Not)
- Mind – Karana
- Do Enquiry before doing
(Vimarsha)
- Pros – Cons - Analysis

Determination - By Intellect
-

Kartru Rupa
Agent
Clarity inside
Decision within
Buddhi – Intellect
I-ness, Karta
Adhara of Doership
Doer of action, employs the
instrument to get the job
done.
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One Antahkaranam

-

Karanam
Always outside
Nirupya
No mind outside without
Karta inside

-

Karta
Always I inside
Nirupaka
No Karta inside without
Karana Mind outside

• Mind and intellect mutually become Karana and Karta.
• User of instrument and instrument together exist in one locus.
One Antahkaranam (Inner Organ)
2 types of thoughts
Only User
- Inward
- Vigyanamaya Kosha
- Karta, not part of Karanam

Only Instrument
-

Outward driven
Manomaya Kosha, Karanam
Sukha – Dukham
Raaga – Dvesha generated
I am not Manomaya Kosha –
Krodhi, Kami, Raghi, Dveshi,
Born, dying..
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• This is Kartrutva Karanatvabyam.
• Without operation of Antahkaranam (Inner Organ) there can’t be Karta (Doer of
Action) – Vigyanamaya Kosha and Vimarsha – Instrument for enquiry – Manomaya
Kosha.
• 2 separate components.
• We are confused and mix them up and suffer.
• Adhyasa happens.
• Karta thought also is instrument to create Kartrutvam.

• There is division because of variance of functionalities even though it is one single
Antahkaranam.
One Instrument
2 Functions
Doership
-

Kartrutvam
Intellect
Intellect is employer inside
More subtler
Controller

Vimarsha
- Enquiry
- Mind
- Mind is employed outside
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Session 10
Revision :
Inner Organ :

• Becomes mind and intellect.
• Karanam + Karta.
• Both are thoughts.
• Mind graduates, evolves to become intellect.
• Cogitate first, decision later.
In Buddhi
Nishchaya happens
Knowledge happens
Right Knowledge
- Satyam
- Valid

Wrong Knowledge
- Mithya
- Invalid
- Ignorance
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Vi

Jnana

Conclusive

Decision

• In Vigyanamaya Kosha, reflection of Consciousness is steady throughout the day.
I-ness
Chit Pratibimba – in
Vijnanamaya Kosha

Becomes Karta
Doing enabled by reflection of
Consciousness
• Why mind does not become Chit Pratibimba and Karta?
• Chanchalatvam, changing continuously.
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Travel :
Manomaya Kosha

Unsteady

Vigyanamaya Kosha

Steady

Anandamaya Kosha

Is able to receive reflection of
Atma’s Ananda

Bimba Ananda

Original Atma Chaitanyam
(Destination)

• Unsteady river can’t have reflection of Sun.
• Unsteady Manaha can have reflection of Atma.
Karta - I

(Inner thought)

Employs Karana Mind (Karanam)

(Outer thought)

To perform action
• Vigyana maya Kosha ends in deep sleep.
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Verse 9 : Anandamaya Kosha

There is a position or function (of the intellect) which, at the time of enjoying the fruits of
good actions, goes a little farther inward and catches the reflection of the bliss and at the end
of this enjoyment, merges in deep sleep. (This is what is known as the sheath of bliss).
[Chapter 3 – Verse 9]
• Intellect at the time of enjoying the fruits of good actions, goes further inward.
• Catches reflection of the bliss.
• Merges in deep sleep.
• This is different than the SELF.
One entity
Karta

Karanam
- Instrument
- Organ

- Agent

Bokta
Enjoyer
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Mind
- Collects sense Data
- Presents to Intellect

Intellect
- Decides

3 types of Vrittis
Doer

Perceiver

Enjoyer

3 Vrittis
Action

Perceived

Enjoyed

• What is Ananda Maya Kosha?
Ananda

Maya

Happiness

Vikara

• Modification of happiness.

• Not full of happiness, then Ananda Maya Kosha will be Brahman, Satchit Ananda.
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Annamaya

Pranamaya

Manomaya

Vigyanamaya

Anandamaya

Anna Vikara

Vayu Vikara

Full of Vruttis
↓
Prachura

Full of Mind
↓
Prachura

Ananda Vikara
(Not full of Bliss)

• Mind, intellect, Ananda → All thoughts.
• Once we identify with this, we have an idea :
I am happy, blissful, SELF veiled.
• None of the Koshas can cover Atma.
• Identifying with any Kosha covers Atma.

• Body can’t cover Atma, identification of body as though veils SELF.
• Identification with Annamaya, Pranamaya, Manomaya, Vigyanamaya, Anandamaya
veils the SELF.
Example :
• Sword + cover; money + purse; book + cover (for release).
• Our Abhimana, Tadatmaya, identification covers.
• I am body, Prana, mind, intellect - veils I am consciousness.
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a) Kashchit Antarmukatvat Vrutti :

• Inward thought in Karana Shariram = Ananda Maya = I don’t know SELF / Atma =
Moola Avidya.
Thoughts
Manomaya, Vigyanamaya

Anandamaya

- Bahir Mukha Vrutti
- Sukshma Sharira thought
- Associated with external
object
- Connected to Jnana + Karma
Indriyas
- Mind + Jnana Indriya =
Manomaya
- Intellect + Jnana Indriya =
Vigyanamaya

- Antarmukha Vrutti.
- Karana Sharira thought
- Associated with internal
object
- No connection to Jnana or
Karma Indriyas.
- Withdrawn from object
- Happens when object
given up
- Play of Punaya Papa Bhoga
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3 Ananda Vruttis
Moda

Priya
- See object of love
- Mind takes form of
object
- Object makes it
Antarmukham
Example :
- Fired gun – recoils
- Darshana Janya
- Vrutti triggered by
object (Punyam).

- More deeper inside
- Attainment of object
- Labha Janya

Pramoda
- Anubhava Janya
- Vrutti goes inward to
attain Joy.
- Vrutti drops the object
and becomes Antar
Mukham
- Comes with Punyam
- No Punyam with Ladoo
in front, thinking of
exam

• Similarly Dukham can be explained.
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Inward turned thought
- Has no Vishaya

-

Has Ananda Pratibimba BaK
Reflection, shadow = Bak
Wee bit of Atma Ananda
Not true Bimba Satchit
Ananda

• Quality of Priya, Moda, Pramoda according to closeness to SELF.
• Subtler Vrutti can capture more Sattvik Sukham.
• Deva / Karma Deva / Ajananda Deva / Gandharva… Degrees of Ananda vary.
Taittriya Upanishad :
• Chapter II – Anuvaka VIII – Verses 1 – 11
• Describe degrees of Ananda
Taittriya Upanishad :

A Hundredfold the bliss of Prajapati is the unit of measure of the Bliss of Brahman, which is in
no way greater than the bliss of one who is a Srotriya and who, in his experience of the Reality,
is devoid of all other desires. [2 - 8 - 11]
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Ananda of Man of realisation :

Taittriya Upanishad :

Oh!Oh!Oh! I am the food, I am the food, I am the food. I am the eater of food, I am the eater
of food, I am the eater of food, I am the author of the Sloka, I am the author of the Sloka, I am
the author of the sloka. I am the first born (Hiranyagarbha) of the true (Of the eternal and the
Immortal). I am the centre of immortality, Prior to the gods. Whoever gives me, he surely does
save thus. I am the food that eats him who eats food. I have conquered all, in this world. I am
luminous like the sun. He who knows thus (Also attains the aforesaid results) This is the
Upanishad. [3 - 10 - 6]
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• I am the knower and known, Atma Svarupa.

• Brahma Svarupa Vrutti – experiences infinitude of SELF.
• Devatas experience higher quantity, quality of Priya, Moda, Pramoda.
• Every level increases 100 fold = Miniscule of happiness of man of realisation.
• What is difference between Sukham and Anandamaya Kosha.
Sukha / Dukha Vrutti
I) In Manomaya Kosha
II) Vruttis, subtle thoughts,
generating Sukham / Dukham is
there
III) Vishaya Avachinnam
- Limited by Vishaya
IV) Bahir Mukham
- Dukha
V) Vishaya Ananda Chit is covered
by Vishaya

Anandamaya Kosha
I) In Anandamaya Kosha
II) No Vruttis
- No Dukha Vruttis
III) Vishaya Anavachinnam
Vishaya given up
IV) Antar Mukham Darshana, Prapti
Janya, Anubava Janya
V) Pratibimba Bak Atma Ananda
- Reflection of Atma enjoyed –
weak, strong, strongest
- Realm different
- Comes when Punyam
manifests, Nidra = Punyam
VI) Vishaya – not external objects
- Holds experience of happiness
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• Vishaya not required to experience Joy.
• Vrutti holds joy without objects.
• Don’t hold object because object not giving happiness.
Sleep :
• Drop all objects.
• Objects trigger happiness.
• Your own likes + dislikes makes objects trigger.
Where do I get happiness from?
• Ananda Pratibimba Bak.

• Get fleeting glimpse of SELF, bliss.
• Bak means Anubavati, experiences.
b) Vichiksate :
• Compulsive nature.
• Seek more and more Ladoos, to go to Anandamaya Kosha
Punya – Encashed

- Enjoy Bhoga

- For purification of Mind
- Mind empty of Punya - Papam
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• Internally Punya – Papam manifests as thoughts.
Gita : Chapter 12

He who hates no creature, who is friendly and compassionate to all, who is free from
attachment and egoism, balanced in pleasure and pain and forgiving… [Chapter 12 - Verse 13]
• Adveshta Sarva Butanam = Punya Vrittis.
• Priya, Moda, Pramoda are Sattvica Vrittis, which hold happiness (Rajasic or Tamasic
Vruttis can’t hold happiness).
Object
Ananda Maya Kosha

Vruttis
Priya / Moda / Pramoda / Nidra
Get Reflection of Atma Ananda
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• In Sushupti, Bhoga ends, Prapancha withdrawn.
Through Antar Mukha Vruttis
Punya manifests as
Vishaya Bhoga

Nidra Rupa Bhoga

- Sattva / Rajas / Tamas Bhoga
based on Vishaya not on
Priya, Moda, Pramodha of
Jagrat, Svapna.
- Ends in sleep

- Tamasic Sukham
- Joy of innocence, ignorance
- Punyam exhausted

c) Punya Bhoge Shantah – Nidra Rupena Liyate :
• In Priya, Moda, Pramoda, Sattwa makes you withdraw.
• You get Ekagrata Chitta.
• Thoughts become one object, Sattwa Triggered which holds Ananda.
• In Priya, Moda, Pramoda, Sattwa makes you withdraw.
• In Nidra – Tamo makes you withdraw.

• There is difference in Sattwa / Tamo Ananda.
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• Nobody can deny Ananda.
• I did not know anything is an expression of Tamas.
• Sukhena Aham Asvapsam, I slept happily.
• What is criteria to go to Ananda Maya Kosha?
• Vrutti should become Antar Mukha.

• Jiva lives in Atma Ananda only.
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Verse 10 :

This bliss sheath also cannot be the self because it is temporal and impermanent. That bliss which is
the source of this reflection is the self ; for it is eternal and immutable. [Chapter 3 – Verse 10]

• Why Anandamaya Kosha not Atma?
a) Ayam Ananda Maya Api Anatma Syat :
• This Ananda Maya Kosha is also Anatma.
b) Kadachit Katvataha :
• Because Ananda Maya is temporary.
c) What is Atma Bimba Buta Ananda? Sarvada Sthithe :
Ananda Maya Kosha

Atma Ananda

- Priya / Moda / Pramoda
- Source of Ananda
- Nidra → Tamo
- Pure Consciousness
- Ananda
- Atma
- Reflected Ananda of Atma, Sattvik - It is always there.
- Require Ekagrata
Whole Life :
Manomaya :
- Striving of how to go to Sukham
- Laddoo makes you see inside to
of Ananda
Anandamaya Kosha
Maya Kosha.
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• Vishaya Bhoga = Rajasika Bhoga.
• To catch hold of Bhoga, steadiness of Vrutti required.
• Rajo Vrutti can’t hold.
• In Rajas, Ekagrata destroyed, obstacle for Ananda Maya Kosha.
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Session 12
Revision :
I)

Ananda Maya Kosha
Vrutti, modification of inner instrument
Antah Karana Parinamo Vrutti

II)

Vrutti

Bahir Mukham
- Ladoo

Antar Mukham
- No Bahya Vishaya as its
content.
- No Ladoo
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Vrutti

External Object

Ananda Pratibimba

Priya

Moda

Pramoda

IV) When is Ananda Maya Kosha experienced?
• When mind and intellect comes.
3 Avasthas of Anandamaya
Kosha

Jagrat

Svapna

Sushupti

Mind + Intellect

Only Mind

No Mind - Intellect

V) When Ananda Maya Kosha comes, Punya Bhoga comes, Ladoo comes, Punyam starts
manifesting, desire comes, object manifests, Punyam expended.
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VI)
3 Gunas
Rajas

Sattva
- Bhoga of Vishaya
quietens mind
- Can reach Ananda Maya
Kosha

- No Antar Mukhata
- Rajas excites

Tamas
- Can reach Ananda Maya
Kosha.

Gita :

Knowledge arises from sattva, greed from rajas, heedlessness, delusion and also ignorance
arise from tamas. [Chapter 14 - Verse 17]

• Only Sattvam leads to Sukham.
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VII)
In Sleep
Rajas

Sattva

- Overpowered
- Not there

Tamas

- Dullens Vrutti
- No knowledge of
external objects
- Reflects Consciousness
- Nidra Rupena Liyate
- Anandamaya Kosha
reflects Ananda of Atma.

Verse 10 :
• Anandamaya Kosha not SELF.
• It is temporary, impermanent.
• That bliss which is source of Ananda in sleep is the real SELF.
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Sleep
Ananda Maya Kosha

Source of Ananda in sleep
Bliss

Ignorance aspect
- Sattva is not there
- Over powered by Tamas,
Sattva and Rajas, goes
away
- Maya is Antarmukha
Vrutti

- Source of Reflected
Consciousness.
= Original Consciousness
= Self

Vruttis
Bahir Mukha

Antarmukha – Sleep
- Anandamaya
- Priya – Moda –
Pramoda – Nidra
- Bokta Vruttis

Manomaya

Vigyana Maya

Pramata

Karta
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a) Kadachit Katvataha :
• Because Anandamaya Kosha is Evanescent, transient, temporary, it is there, only
sometime.
• We don’t have Priya – Moda – Pramoda, Nidra Vruttis all the time.
• Ananda experienced for a short period.
• I am always there is all my experiences not only in Sushupti or Sukha or Dukha
Avastha.
• That is awareness, Sakshi, pure Chaitanyam, Bimba Buta Ya Anandaha.
• 5 Koshas rejected, wrong understanding rejected.
• Analyse error deeply and correct it in understanding.

• Truth has gateway through ignorance, veiling, covering of 5 Koshas, 3 Sharirams,
3 Avasthas.
• Gateway to knowledge is through ignorance.
• Understand first ignorance and then apply Atma Jnanam.

(I) Adhyaropa
- Understanding
Superimposition of
Anatma 5 Koshas on
Atma
- Mithya

(II) Apavada
- Drop 5 Koshas
- Retain Atma

(III) Satyam
- Self alone exists
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1st – Know :

• I am ignorant, become Sishya.
• Then gain knowledge, become Jnani.
• Ego does not allow us to become Sishya first.
• Too strong personality, Doctor, Lawyer, Minister, Phd – holder, CEO, Yoga Teacher.
• Shades of ignorance removal = Pancha Kosha Viveka.
• My experience of Man, Women, Hungry, Thirsty, Sad – Happy, Intelligent, Dull,
Peaceful – Quiet, is with 5 Koshas.
• All self experiences are divided into 5 Koshas.
• Our present self expression, shown as a result of identification with 5 Koshas is
erroneous.
1st Chapter Panchadasi :
3 Sharirams
Sthula

Sukshma

Karana

Annamaya

Pranamaya, Manomaya,
Vijnanamaya

Anandamaya

(Chapter 3 – 5 Koshas)
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One Entity
Perceiver / Perceived

Doer

Enjoyer

Manomaya - Mind

Vigyanamaya – Buddhi

Anandamaya

• Anandamaya not SELF – because it is temporary, impermanent.
• Bliss, original consciousness, source of Ananda in sleep state is eternal, immutable and
is the ultimate SELF.
• 2 Prakriyas – Methods – 3 Shariram, 5 Koshas.
• Vasanas belongs to which Kosha?
• Karana Shariram or Anandamaya Kosha.
• Priya, Moda, Pramoda = Karana Shariram.

Session 13
Vasana
- Is deeper part of Manomaya,
Vigyanamaya?

• Vasana = Cause of all Vruttis.

- Anandamaya?
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Definition of Vasana : (Jeevan Mukti Viveka)
• Karana Rupa Vritti
• Sudden Upsurge of Vruttis
• Ama, Krodha
• Avicharena.
2 Karana Sharirams
Deep Sleep
- Vasana Maya Kosha, Nidra
Vritti
- Homogeneous
- Can’t recognise differences
in thoughts
- Aham Kim Api Na Janami = I don’t know
anything.
- All thoughts, knowledge become Vasana,
undifferentiated nothing in deep sleep.
- In Dark Room, see nothing, cognize nondifferentiation of everything.

Svapna
- Vasana Maya Jagat
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Cognition of

Ignorance
- Seeing dark room seeing
nondifferentiation of
everything
- I am nothing

Knowledge
- Lighted room
- I am everything

• I am nothing to I am everything is the spiritual Journey.
• I am not Karana Shariram, Vasana, Ananda Maya Kosha.
• They are all temporary.
• Who am I?
• Bimba Buta Yaha Ananda.
• Reflection of Sun implies original Sun.
• Atma = Sarvada, Sthithe, exists continuously, being always, Satatasya Bavaha comes
and goes.
• Anandamaya Kosha.
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Anandamaya Kosha

Jagrat

Nidra

- Priya, Moda, Pramoda

- Both realm of self experience
- No selfhood upto Anandamaya Kosha
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Verse 11 : Purva Pakshi

(Objection) : By granting that the sheaths beginning with that of food (body) and ending in
that of bliss (joy or sleep) are not the Self, yet (when they are negated), no further object
remains to be experienced. [Chapter 3 – Verse 11]
• Nothing remains when you negate 5 Koshas.
• No other object remains to be experienced.
• No Atma if I don’t experience it.
Why 5 Koshas not self :
I) Annamaya Kosha :
• Anityam, not before birth, after death.

• Akruta Abyugama.
• Kruta Vipranasa.
II) Pranamaya Kosha :
• Chaitanya Varjanat
• Jadam
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III) Manomaya Kosha :
• Vikaritvat, Sukham, Dukham.
IV) Vigyanamaya Kosha :
• Ends in sleep
• No I – Notion.

• Anityam, not in sleep.
V) Anandamaya Kosha :
• Anityam
• Pratibimba Ananda
• Vivekachoodamani has more verses of negation.
Conclusion of Purva Pakshi :
• I don’t experience Bimba Buta Ananda, no experience of Satchit Ananda Atma, hence
Atma is not there.
• World = Onion Peel, Zero, Shunyam

= All Anatma Peels
What is Atma?
• Bimba Ananda – Chaitanyam, Sat Svarupam.
• Priya – Moda – Pramoda has object and reflection of Ananda.
• Atma = Svarupa, Bimba Ananda, no experience – Anubava of Atma Ananda.
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Reflection
- Ananda Maya Kosha
- Water in front of Sun /
Moon
- Movement of Mind taken
as Atma

No Reflection
-

Source of Ananda of world is still there.
Remove water, moon, sun still there.
Reflection means source is there.
Reflection not absence of source
Source is independent of reflection.

How source can be permanent?
• Presence, absence of reflection doesn’t have impact on the source.
Chapter 1

Chapter 3

Chapter 10

Sat

Ananda

Chit

• Permanent Ananda = Atma.
• Verse 11 – Purva Pakshi.
• Atma – Bimba – not experienced, doesn’t exist.
• Pratibimba concept is ok.
Non Self
- Experience

No
- Self experience
- Hence SELF not there
- Atma = Shunyam, Buddhistic
philosophy
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Verse 12 :

(Reply) : True, bliss sheath etc., are experienced and not anything else. Yet who can deny that
by which these are experienced? [Chapter 3 – Verse 12]
• Answer to Purva Pakshi by Vedantin.
• Truth, bliss sheath is experienced and not as object.
• Truth = Subject by which all objects are experienced.

a) Badam Nidradaya Sarvanu Buyante Na Chetaraha :
• Accepted – Badam.
• Anatma – 5 Koshas.
• Very good, Purva Pakshi question taken in good spirit.

• Anubuyante = Experienced.
• Because Atma is not experienced, it is not there is not correct.
Experiencer
-

Atma
Knower
Sakshi
Who can deny it

Experienced
- Anatma
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b) Ko Nivarayet :
• It is impossible to deny experiencer “I”.
Ananda Maya Kosha
Not Sat - Chit
• By what principle 5 Koshas experienced?
• Experiencer Sakshi who can deny?

Everything experienced
Undeniable fact
• Who is experiencer.
• Can’t negate SELF.

• Experience pre-supposes experiencer.
Experiencer
- Subject, never object
- Witness of 5 Koshas

Experienced
- Anatma
- Negated
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• Shunyam – not logical.
• If self is not experienced, can’t say self is not existent.
• SELF not object but ever experienced subject, experiencer.
• I Atma alone experiencer am proved in sleep as beyond 3 Avasthas.

• Svaprakasha nature of Atman taken up.
• Badam = Satyam.
• Accept all questions – 50% of power of questioner taken by you.
• Everything experienced means somebody experiencing.
• Should experiencer be known or is there an experience of experiencer?
• Is Vishayata of experiencer – objectivity required for experiencer?
Definition – Svayam Prakasha :
• Without becoming experiencer, object of experience, SELF ever established as
Svaprakasha.

• Self evident.
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Verse 13 – 33 :
• Chaitanya, Jnana Svarupam of Brahman / Atma.
• From Satyam – Jnanam, Anantham Brahma – definition.
• Jnanam taken first for Analysis.

Verse 13 : Important Section

As the self is itself of the nature of experience only, it cannot be an object of experience. Since
there is no experiencer nor any experience other than it, the self is unknowable not because it
does not exist but because it cannot be an object of experience. [Chapter 3 – Verse 13]
• SELF is of the nature of experience, pure objectless awareness.
• It is ever the subject, never the object.
• Ever the experiencer knower, never the experienced, known.
• Self is unknowable not because it does not exist but because it cannot be an object of
experience, ever the subject.
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5 Koshas
1) Exists as experienced as object.
2) Atmas light enables objects to be
known.
3) Inert, insentient require source of
effulgence, light
4) Matter, lower order of reality,
Vyavaharikam.
5) To experience objects require eyes,
mind.
6) Anubavyatha
- Requires to be objectified
- Becomes an experience
- Everything comes in front of
subject to be known.
- Body, Mind, Pot, Car, world comes
in front.
7) Can forget body, mind
8) Amness of object different than
selfness
Objectification
- Anubvayata
- Vishayata
- Anya Anubava Gocharatvam

SELF
1) Exists as experiencer, subject
2) Subject is
- Of nature of Pure Experience without objects.
- Reveals itself by itself.
3) Sentient, self lit light.
4) Spirit, higher order of reality, Paramartikam.
5) It is of nature of SELF experience, principle of
knowledge, experiences naturally.
6) Anubuyate, Anubava
- Subjective self experience
- No objectification required for Self
Awareness.
- I am all pervasive experiencer
- I don’t have to become an object of
experience.
7) Can never forget my “SELF”.
8) Self need not be experienced to be known
- I → Self effulgence
- Am → Existence
- Can’t remove am from I, integral to I
- Existence and consciousness always together.
- Amness is a function of Consciousness.
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• Only steady intellect can hold knowledge of Atma.
• Hence perfection of Mind required.
Jnantru / Jnanata
-

Illuminating principle
Big I – Consciousness
Final witness, knower
No other knower
No other Source for
knowing

Jnanam
- Knowledge of
Illumination

Integrated I - Atman

• I – Ego not Jnanata
• I – can’t be known be known and be illumined.
Consciousness
Pure Illumination
There is nothing other than it
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• Therefore SELF is not known because there is no illuminator other than that.
• SELF is not known not because it does not exist but because it the ultimate light – the
knowing principle.
Known

Knower

Annamaya Kosha

SELF

• Ignorance of the SELF is the glory of the SELF.
• Ignorance of self not because of absence of SELF.
• We are ignorant of the SELF because SELF can’t become an object.

• We are ignorant of the SELF because it is source of all knowledge + experience and
because it is SELF evident.
• Being not an object, it remains unknown.
• Being ever the subject it is ever known.
• Other than the SELF, no Jnatru, knower.
• Consciousness has all illumination, Sarvagnya, final knower.
• No other source of knowledge of the universe except the SELF.
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Agneyaha
Unknown
Other than God, there is no other
knower or source of knowledge
• Knowledgehood, knowledge, knower all is in one consciousness, changeless
substratum of Universe.
• Who can know this?

Not knower

Because he is SELF knower

Not because he is not there

• Absence of SELF can’t be postulated because SELF is never unknown.
• SELF = Self Luminous is an important principle of Vedanta.
• How much Adhyaropa, Apavada teaching required depends on the mind of student.
• I am body, mind, Prana, hungry, are thoughts born out of ignorance because of
identification of Atma with 5 Koshas.
• Become free from all Kosha experiences and claim Atma the ultimate knower as the
SELF.
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Session 14
Revision :
• Annamaya to Anandamaya experiences are known, Anityam, Jadam, not qualified to
be Atman.
Purva Pakshi :
• Nothing perceived, experienced at the end.
• Hence no SELF, no Atman.
• 5 Koshas = Onion Peels.
Reply :
I) Seer never seen, ever the subject, called Consciousness, never objectified.
• Atma is principle which is aware, Prajnanam.
• Can’t see seer like a book.
II) Can’t say it does not exist if Atma is not seen or known or experienced.
• Svayam Eva Anubutitvat.

• It itself is of nature of experience.
• Self experienced in sleep without being objectified, even though cause of sleep is
Tamo Guna of Prakrti.
III) Everything in the world can be denied, negated but not me the Atman.
• What can’t be denied is denier of the world.
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IV) concreate, undeniable, presence, experience of the experiencer is nature of Atman.
• Experience, not because of objectification.
• Property of being objectified is lacking in Atman.
• Anubayate, Na Vidyate.
• Experienced not cognized as object.

V) Known not as an object but as subject from the Sruti.
Keno Upanishad :

The eye does not go there, not speech, nor mind, We do not know That. We do not know how
to instruct one about It. It is distinct from the known and above the unknown. We have heard
it, so stated the preceptors who taught us That.
• Known as knower without seeing Atman.

• An entity like Consciousness, Prajnanam, self evident, exists in the Universe.
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Prmata / Pramanam / Prameyam

Knower / Known / Knowledge

w.r.t. Objects

w.r.t. Consciousness

VI) I never come in front of the Body, Mind as an object
• Without perceiving, without objectifying, Atman should be known as the subject,
knower, consciousness.
VII) It is all the time experienced, hence we feel it is not known.
World

I

Known

Unknown

Knower

Manifest

Unmanifest

Consciousness

Experienced

Not Experienced

Self Evident
All the time experiencer

• Subtly, intuitively become aware, that all the time, I Atma am there, without
objectification.
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VIII) Nitya, Shuddha, Buddha, Mukta :

• Buddah – means always known as subject.
• Nothing is always known except knower, Prajnanam, subject, consciousness,
awareness.
• Sruti + Yukti (Reasoning) + Anubhava – important for self realisation.
• It is not blind belief.
Objective Realm :
• Form, colour, sound, touch, sell, taste, changing, known.
Subjective Realm :
• Changeless, subject, Prajnanam, awareness, common denominator, pervades
everything, Ekam, Advitiyam.
• Svayam Eva Anubutitvat, self evident, subject, ultimate knower, consciousness.
Subject
-

Knower
Aprameyam
Seer
Why it can’t be known?
Jnatru – Jnanantara Abavat
There is no difference between
subject – object in it.
- It is the real knower

Object
- Known
- Prameyam
- Seen
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• We can’t say one part of knower knows another part… endless – Anvastha Dosha…
• Test of Vedantic knowledge = Your own Self experience.
X) Atma Jnanam not experimental knowledge but experiential knowledge.
Jnatru

Jnanam

Knower

Knowledge

• Atma is knower and source of knowledge.
• We are posting knowingness on Atma because of 5 Koshas.
• Because of 5 Koshas, Pure knowledge, appears as knower.
• Because of perceptions, we call it perceiver, knower, seer, hearer..
• In the absence of objects of perceptions, it is not called seer, hearer, but called
Consciousness, Prajnanam.
Prajnanam
Seer – Seen Vilakshanam

XI) Question :
• Is knowledge your nature or knowership your nature?
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Know Medicine

Know Vedanta

Called Doctor

Called vedantin

Know singing

Know Running

Called singer

Called runner

• Knowership is temporary Phase, not inherent.

• Your self, absolute knowledge, free from objects is still there in sleep, called Atman.
• Objectless awareness is SELF, Asangoham, ever obtaining fact, ever ignored Aspect of
life.
• Jnatru – Knower – w.r.t. 5 Koshas.
• Self = Knowledge inherent to it.
• Other than SELF, no Jnatru, no Jnanam.
• Therefore it remains, hidden, veiled Agneyaha.
XII) Jnatru, Jnanantara Abavat, Agneyaha.
• Unknown, unobjectified, not known as object.
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Non-objectified because

-

It is Absent
Atma not Absent
Atma not non-existent
No Lion in the room, not
objectified.
- Absence of Lion

- It is not known
- Atma not known because there
is no Knower, Known –
Knowledge other than it.
- Are you there?
- SELF never objectified like a lion,
table, chair.
- Self is not objectified, Agneyaha.
- Non-objectification of Atma not
proof for absence of Atma.
- It is proof of absolute existence.

• By objectification of Atman it will become non-self, Anatma, Jadam.
• Even though SELF is not objectified, it exists.

• In sleep, SELF not objectified, it still exists.
• Non-objectification of Lion is proof, it is not there.
• Non-objectification is because it is the knower the SELF.
• No knower, knowledge other than it.
• Knowing-ness is the highest aspect in the world, substratum of the world.
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• Knower cloak you put on and get knowledge of 5 Koshas.
• This is Pratingya Vakyam…
• Simvaha Loka Lion walks, turns, sees distance covered.
Vidya

Vastu Sangraha Vakyam

Simmaha Loke Vakyam

• Atma is naturally of nature of Consciousness, Anubhutitvatu.
• Nature of self effulgence, inherent nature.
• Without it being objectified, experienced as object, it is ever there as the subject.
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Verse 14 : Drishtanta – Example

Objects of taste like sweet and bitter, impart their tastes to others, that is their nature, they do
not stand in need of their being imparted to themselves. Nor are there other things to impart
those tastes to themselves. [Chapter 3 – Verse 14]
Sweetness

Bitterness

Imparted to others

Imparted to others

• No need to impart sweetness to sugar, it is naturally sweet.
a) Madhursyadhi Eva Svabavanam :
• Sugar, honey, jackfruit, sugarcane, Jaggery all sweet objects.
• Similarly Shad Rasas – Katu, Amla, Lavana…

b) Anyatra Sva Guna Arpinam :
• Sugar bestows sugar in others which don’t have sweetness inherent in them
(Example : Milk, Wheat – Rice – Made into Paisam)
• Sugar does not lack sweetness.
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• Just because eyes can’t see Atma, mind can’t perceive Atma, intellect can’t cognize
Atma, it can’t make self bereft of consciousness.
• Atma is inherently of nature of awareness, consciousness, cognition, perception,
objectification of Body, mind due to consciousness.
• Consciousness makes mind, intellect, senses to function.
With light of Consciousness

Intellect

Eyes

Ears

Knows

See

Hear

• Without consciousness, nothing can give knowledge.

• Senses can’t light up Atma, consciousness and prove it is there.
• Instruments can’t illumine consciousness.
• Knower ever remains unknown.
• It is unique beauty of knower principle.
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Knowability

- Is proof of existence

- Is not proof of knowledge
of Consciousness
- Self experience is the only
proof.

c) Svasmin Tade Anapeksha :
• No need for sugar to become sweet from rice, wheat, milk.
Mind, senses, intellect
- Don’t have consciousness
- Prakrti, inert
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Verse 15 : Darshtanta – Original Consciousness

Just as there is nothing to hinder a thing from possessing its natural flavor even without being
flavored by another thing. Even so the Self there stands four-square as the experience (viz., the
awareness) even when it is not experienced (as an object of experience)
[Chapter 3 – Verse 15]
• Self = Awareness intrinsically even when it is not experienced as an object of
perception, cognition.
• Nothing can bestow consciousness to Atma.
• Perceptibility can’t be bestowed on consciousness by sense, mind, intellect.
a) Arpa Kanta Rahityepi Asti Svabavataha :
• Natural sweetness is in sugar.
b) Mabuth Tadanu Bavyatvam :
• Let there not be objectification of consciousness by the senses.
c) Bodhatma Na Tu Hiyate :
• No loss of self which is of nature of Bodha, Consciousness.

• Jnana Svarupa Atma, SELF I am.
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• Reaching Atma abide in it as Svarupam and come out of Samsara!

• Perceptibility of Consciousness is not lost inspite of it being non-objectified.
• It is of nature of awareness, Consciousness.
• Self is not objectified, hence not there is not correct.
• Your SELF is of the nature of self – experience because you are of the nature of
Consciousness.
• Consciousness need not be lit, other other instruments.
• Regardless of non-objectification, you remain subjectified.

Subject
- Does not require objectification
- Subjects presence is ever known.
- As subject, knower, knowledge is
inherent in it.
- Svabavatah.

Object
- Requires subjectification
- Objects manifests, unmanifest
w.r.t. mind.

• Bodhatma does not loose its per perceptibility because Atmas nature is consciousness.
• Natu Irhyate.
• Pure Amness pervades, ignorance based - I am male, female.
• No difference between existence and consciousness, they are only 2 words, not 2
facets.
• Existence is self revealing, what is self revealing is existence.
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Session 15
Revision :
• Not difficult to comprehend Atma.
• Close eyes, self reveals itself, no need for it to be known by mind, senses.
• Medium less awarenss exists all the time.

• Unknowability of Atma as object established because there is no knower, knowledge
other than it.
• It alone is, Advitiyam, nondual.
• Other than this Atma, no separate knower, knowledge.
• Atma is the only knower in 5 sense organs.
• Atma is repository of all knowledge.
• All these are details of Chit aspect of Atma.
• Atma is knower + source of knowledge, hence can’t be objectified is essence of verse
13.
• Verse 14 – Example – drishtanta
Clarifies idea
• Sugar – naturally sweet, Svabava.
• Renders rice flour to become sweet.
• Other objects can’t give sweetness to sugar.
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• Jaggery gives sweetness to dal.
• Dal can’t give sweetness to Jaggery.
• Sweetness of sugar = Self established.
Verse 15 :
• Let there be no cognisability of Self, Vishayatvam, objectivity to the SELF.

• Because eyes can’t see consciousness, consciousness not retarded.
• Awareness, knowledge is substratum behind 5 sense organs.
• Awareness common in 5 senses + mind’s thoughts, emotions.
• Real I = Consciousness, awareness.
• I am not senses or mind (Nirvana Shatkam).
• Self = Bodhatma, by nature Bodha, suffers no loss.
Conclusion :
I)

Self is of the nature of natural pure Consciousness without objects.

II) Self does not become object of Consciousness ever

III) Self need not be object of Consciousness to be available for knowledge.
IV) Self is self evident.
V) Self shares knowledge, consciousness, awareness with mind and senses
VI) Senses, mind can’t hold consciousness, chanchalatvat.
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VII) Ability to hold Awareness, depends on nature of body, senses, mind, intellect.
VIII) Senses can’t illumine, return back the consciousness, does not mean loss of
consciousness.
IX) Consciousness is self luminous.
X) With Consciousness alone we do all Vyavahara and go back from Vyavahara to Atma.
XI) Ego I to Sakshi :
• From you, I am born, stay, resolve.
• Internal talk different than external talk with the world.
• Next confirmation by Sruti to validate, endorse above (XI) points.
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Verse 16 :

The Shruti declares : ‘This Atman is self revealing’; ‘Before the evolution of the universe, the
Self alone was shining.’ ‘It shining, all follow (i.e., shine); by its shine the universe shines (i.e., is
revealed).’ [Chapter 3 – Verse 16]
3 Upanishads

Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :
- Chapter 4 – 3 – 9

Nrsimha Uttara Tapania
Upanishad :
- Verse 2

Mundak Upanishad :
- Chapter 2 – 2 – 11
Katho Upanishad :
- Chapter 5 – 15
Svetasvataro Upanishad :
- Chapter 6 – Verse 14
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Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

That man has only two abodes, this and the next world. The dream state, which is the third, is
at the junction (of the two). Staying at that junction he surveys the two abodes, this and the
next world. Whatever outfit he may have for the next world, providing himself with that he
sees both evils (sufferings) and joys. When he dreams, he takes away a little of (the
impressions of) this all-embracing world (the waking state), himself puts the body aside and
himself creates (a dream body in its place), revealing his own lustre by his own light—and
dreams. In this state the man himself becomes the light. [4 - 3 - 9]
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Mundak Upanishad :

Verily, all this is the Immortal Brahman. He is everywhere – above, below, in front, at the back,
on the right, on the left. All this world is indeed the Supreme Brahman. [II – II – 11]
Katho Upanishad :

The sun does not shine there, nor does the moon, nor do the stars, nor the lightnings and
much less this fire. When He shines, everything shines after him ; by His light, all these shine.
[II – II – 15]
Svetasvatara Upanishad :

The sun does not shine there ; neither the moon, nor the stars. There these lightnings shine
not, how then this fire? Because He shines, everything shines after Him. By His light all this
shines. [Chapter 6 – Verse 14]
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a) Svayam Jyotir Bavati Esha :
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad :

That man has only two abodes, this and the next world. The dream state, which is the third, is
at the junction (of the two). Staying at that junction he surveys the two abodes, this and the
next world. Whatever outfit he may have for the next world, providing himself with that he
sees both evils (sufferings) and joys. When he dreams, he takes away a little of (the
impressions of) this all-embracing world (the waking state), himself puts the body aside and
himself creates (a dream body in its place), revealing his own lustre by his own light—and
dreams. In this state the man himself becomes the light. [4 - 3 - 9]
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• This Atman in deep sleep – exists when Nama – Rupa Prapanchas are withdrawn.
• We can’t say, senses help you to know the self.
• Mind does not assist you in knowledge of SELF.
• Tread carefully inside the mind, reflect on these Sruti statements, self evident SELF
reveals itself to you as the Nitya Sakshi Principle.
• Surya, Chandra, Agni, does not help you to know the self.
• No external light knows the self.
• In deep sleep, we are not dead.
• I did not know my self, individuality, Jivatvam, in sleep, not dead.
Shunyavadin :
• Does not say – I am gone.
• We are not there as mother, father but as pure consciousness.
• Awakened I – Saskshi I alone can tell you :

o Small individuality was not there.
o Limited I of waking was not there.
• We have concept of ourself as male, female, American, Indian, only when mind is
there.
• In deep sleep, how did you know your “SELF”.

• I waker, dreamer, was not there.
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• Did not take help of mind to know.
• With mind can know only concepts.
• With eyes – see objects.
• When Karanams are not functioning, I – SELF am there as Turiyam.

• Small I requires supports to know – senses + mind.
• In sleep, without supports, I know – I am, self evident, self conscious SELF, self
luminous.
• When nothing is there, still you know means self luminous..
• Sruti gives its own logic in these verses.
• Muktiko Upanishad – gives names of 108 Upanishads, 4 Vedas, and Shanti Mantras.
• Rama to Hanuman :
o Study 108 to know SELF.
o Study 10, study one (Mandukya Meva Alam).

• Shortest of Upanishads – 12 mantras.
Nrsimha Tapania Upanishad : Verse 2
• Asmat Sarvasmat Puratsaha Su Vibhati…
• Atma excellently shines.
• Atma Viseshena Bhati when?
• Before creation.
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• If shined itself.
• No sun, moon, light, mind, senses.

• In deep sleep, without assistance of anything Atma shines by itself, Svayam Jyoti.
Deep Sleep
- Vyashti Pralaya
- Microcosmic

Maha Pralaya
- Macro Cosmic

b) Tameva Bantam Anuveti Tadbhasa Basyam Jagatu :
• Light of knowledge for the world = Brahman.

• Self shining, Jagat, world follows and Shines.
Example :
• Sun shines first, then moonlight.
• Moon’s light is borrowed shines.
I - Consciousness
Shine first
Body / Mind / Intellect – World
shines with borrowed light
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• Shining means :
o Known in Vedanta, stands cognized, seen, illumined.

o Knowability called Shining.
• When universe was not born (Manifested) Atman was shining, known to itself as
pure existence.
• It was in absoluteness as one unalloyed, pure awareness.
• After the manifestation of the world, awareness is mixed, reflected awareness, not
qualitatively different, goes unrecognized.
• Understanding this phenomenon clearly, intuitively is Moksha.
• Knowingness not part of the world, independent principle.
World
-

Jadam
5 Elements
Prakrti
Dependent

Chaitanyam
- Sentient
- Knowingness
- Independent
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Example :

Mind
Like Window
Captures light of Consciousness
Makes senses function and
experience world

Dakshinamurthi Stotram :

(Salutations to Sri Dakshinamurthy Who Awakens the Glory of the Atman within us through His Profound
Silence) As the Light of a Great Lamp Situated Inside a Pitcher having Many Holes, Shine Outwards,
similarly, the Knowledge of That Only (i.e. Atman) Throb Outwards through our Eyes and Other Sense
Organs, "I Know", He Alone Shining (i.e Atman), This Entire World Shines.. Salutations to Him, the
Personification of Our Inner Guru Who Awakens This Knowledge through His Profound Silence; Salutation
to Sri Dakshinamurthy. [Verse 4]
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• I see your inert body, not your consciousness.
World
Stands illumined

Basayate
After shine of Consciousness
Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Svayam Jyotir Brahmana
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That man has only two abodes, this and the next world. The dream state, which is the third, is
at the junction (of the two). Staying at that junction he surveys the two abodes, this and the
next world. Whatever outfit he may have for the next world, providing himself with that he
sees both evils (sufferings) and joys. When he dreams, he takes away a little of (the
impressions of) this all-embracing world (the waking state), himself puts the body aside and
himself creates (a dream body in its place), revealing his own lustre by his own light—and
dreams. In this state the man himself becomes the light. [4 - 3 - 9]
Nrsimha Tapania :
• Before world came, consciousness was shining.
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Session 16
World

Lit

Unlit

Manifest

Unmanifest

Dark
• Consciousness always shining.

Purva Pakshi Buddhist :
• If I am not 5 Koshas, I am Shunyam.
Vedantin :
• Experiencer, subject different from 5 Koshas.
• Can only indicate, can’t give you experience of it.
• Shastra classifies our experiences and shows our higher unknown nature.
• We are all searching for Ananda, fulfillment.
• Svayam Eva Anubutitvat, Already experienced, not object but subject.
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• Proof of existence is ever there as subject.
• Objects are objectified and hence known.
• What is beyond objectification = Subject.
• Non objectification of subject is not proof for non existence of subject.

• Self = Self experienced – self luminous.
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Verse 17 :

How can that, by which the whole universe is known, be known by anything else? By what can
the knower be known? The mind etc., the instruments of knowledge, can know their own
percepts only. [Chapter 3 – Verse 17]
Mind, Senses
Can know objects
Not subject, knower
Consciousness, knower, hidden
Known through scriptures
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I) Brihadaranyaka Upanishad : Chapter 4 – 5 – 15
(Chapter 2 – 4 – 14 repeat of Meitriyi Bramana)
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Because when there is duality, as it were, then one sees something, one smells something, one
tastes something, one speaks something, one hears something, one thinks something, one
touches something, one knows something. But when to the knower of Brahman everything
has become the Self, then what should one see and through what, what should one smell and
through what, what should one taste and through what, what should one speak and through
what, what should one hear and through what, what should one think and through what, what
should one touch and through what, what should one know and through what? Through what
should one know that owing to which all this is known? This self is That which has been
described as ‘Not this, not this.’ It is imperceptible, for It is never perceived; undecaying, for It
never decays; unattached, for It is never attached; unfettered—it never feels pain, and never
suffers injury. Through what, O Maitreyī, should one know the Knower? So you have got the
instruction, Maitreyī. This much indeed is (the means of) immortality, my dear. Saying this
Yājña-valkya left. [4 - 5 - 15]
• No instrument can know the knower, Sakshi, principle of effulgence.
• “This” (Jagat) – object of knowledge known by mind and senses.
• Shabda, Sparsha, Rupa, Rasa, Gandha = Objects of Consciousness, knowledge.

• Emotions : Love, Hate, Kindness, Jealousy, Anger
• Concepts : Understood through intellect.
• 3 Avasthas – known as an object.
• In sleep – know nothing, nothing = Object of knowledge.
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• Yena Idam Sarva Vijnati – Tam Kena Vijaniyam.
• All Idam = Sarvam Jagat.
• Tat Sakshinam, Jnana Svarupam – Kena Yena Vijanbati?
• That Sakshi knower, who can know that?
Meditate :
• Senses – mind are Sadhana – Instruments (Antar, Bahish) of knowledge, have limited
capacity, only realm of Object not subject.
• Self has no colour, form, taste, smell, sound, touch.
• Atma, subject has no properties.
• Senses know only properties.
Katho Upanishad :

He, who has realised that (Atman) which is without sound, without touch, without form,
without decay, and also without taste, without smell, without beginning, without end, beyond
the Mahat (great), eternal and unchanging, is freed from the jaws of death.
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The Self is (first) to be realised as existing and (then) as It really is. Of these (aspects), the real
nature of the Self that has been known as merely existing, becomes evident to the seeker.
• Senses + Mind function only in realm of known.
Gurudev – Example :
• Torch can’t known brand of battery.
• Take out put in front, no light.
• Can’t dissociate subject from object in the realm of known, go to another realm,
sleep state to cognize consciousness.
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Verse 18 :

The self knows all that is knowable. There is no one to know it. It is consciousness or
knowledge itself and is different from both the known and the unknown (as also of the
knowable and the unknowable). [Chapter 3 – Verse 18]
• Self knows all that is knowable (Objects).

• Consciousness is different from known and unknown.
Svetasvataro Upanishad :

It is He who resides in the body, the city of nine gates. He is the soul that sports in the outside
world. He is the master of the whole world, animate and inanimate. [Chapter 3 – Verse 18]

Without hands and feet He goes fast and grasps ; without eyes He sees ; without ears He
hears. He knows whatever is to be known, yet there is none who knows Him. they say He is the
foremost, the great Infinite Being. [Chapter 3 – Verse 19]
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Keno Upanishad :

What speech cannot reveal, but what reveals speech, know That alone as Brahman and not
this, that people worship here. [I – 4]
• Awareness can’t be made an object of knowledge.

• It is in + through all objects, which are known.
• Objects are contents of consciousness.
• Contents can’t know the container.
Realm

Objects

Subject

Mind – Senses

Consciousness
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Session 17
Revision :
Chaitanyam = Pure Knowledge

Something object of knowledge
- Can be known and unknown

Something subject of knowledge
- Can’t be known
- No objectifying SELF
- Known in a different way.

• SELF known by itself, Svayam Jyoti.
• It has only one object = SELF = Atma.
• There is no knower of SAKSHI.
• Consciousness different from the known and unknown objects of matter.

• I am, Consciousness, Bodha Svarupam, subject, substratum of the entire Universe.
• Different from known, unknown objects, Svayam Jyoti.
• Objects perceived through senses and mind.
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Senses
Knows :
- Shabda, Sparsha,
Rupa, Rasa, Gandha
- Gross, Sthulam

Mind
Knows :
- Sukshma
- Emotions
- Vruttis
- Concepts
- Illumined by
Consciousness

SELF
- Svayam Jyoti
- Subject
- Spiritual principle

- Sthula, Sukshma Jagat Vidita, Avidita through
instruments of comprehension
Avidat :
- Vasanas
- Causal world
- Agyanam
↑
Not known through senses + Mind,
not totally unknown
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• If Agyanam was totally unknown, there will be no room for its existence.
• How Agyanam is known?
• I know – I don’t know
– Don’t know French, is superficial, Vidita only
– It’s a thought
– Thoughtwise known, unknown.
Agyanam

Superficial
- Whats for dinner
- Don’t know Russian language

Deeper
- I don’t know my real “SELF” as
Consciousness, eternal Svarupam.
- Experience Agyanam of self
in deep sleep.
- Self ignorance is illumined in
Deep sleep state
- This is not known by mind, senses.

• I knew nothing in deep sleep.
• Nothing = Concentrated Maya.
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Ignorance
Vyashti Level

Samashti Level

Called Avidya

Called Maya

• Consciousness – Not gross, subtle, causal universe
Different from
Vidita

Avidita

Gross Subtle

Causal

- All objects of Consciousness
- Rise and fall in Consciousness
- 3 states of mind rise and fall in
consciousness
• Who causes all experiences? Consciousness
• Consciousness is proof of experienced world.
• To say no consciousness requires consciousness.
• No proof for absence of Consciousness.
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Verse 19 :

How can a man teach scriptures to one who is a man only in form but who is so dull as not to
experience what consciousness is in every act of knowing a thing? [ Chapter 3 – Verse 19]
Knowing involves 2 elements
Awareness

Objects

- Container
- Basis for all actions

- Held as Contents in
Consciousness

Consciousness experienced as
Vishaya

Vishayin

Object

Knower

• SELF ever experienced directly Aparokshattava, not Pratyakshatvena not as objects…
Shabda… Sparsha….
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• SELF, not experienced as Vrutti, thought, and not by others telling me about SELF
(Paroksham).
• You are self Luminous, shining by yourself.
• All Vyavahara because of Consciousness.

• Consciousness illumines Sun, Moon, Stars…
• Who knows nothing – is Consciousness.
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Verse 20 :

As it is shameful for a man to express doubt if he has a tongue or not, so also it is shameful to
say, ‘I do not know what consciousness is I must know it now’. [Chapter 3 – Verse 20]
Example :
Shameful to say

Shameful to say

I don’t have a tongue

I do not know Consciousness, I
must know it now

• Do you experience the statement you are saying?
• I am aware of what I speak.
• That awareness is Consciousness.

• I have delusion, knowledge, ignorance is known to me the awareness.
• Knowledge of Consciousness can happen in a fraction of a second.
• Consciousness not old, young.
• To Achieve, need to put effort.
• Realisation not to be newly accomplished, but ever obtaining fact.
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• In the end, realise Sravanam, Mananam, Nididhyasanam is a foolish journey.
• We come back to same place Consciousness some where we started.
• Dream, waking not there, only consciousness alone exists.
• Consciousness is ever present, 3 states of mind, relative, apparent, come and go.
• Wave up to SELF…
• Tat Tvam Asi… you are that Consciousness, ever existent principle, Satyam, Jnanam,
Anantham.
• Sravanam.. Realise
• Mananam…. Clear doubts
• Nididhyasanam.... Drop habitual notions.
• How much Sravanam, Mananam, Nididhyasanam depends on our readiness.
• Knowledge remains same before and after study.
• If ego co-operates, settles down, awareness realised very easily.

• Ego never co-operates, till Joy of Upanishads is Drunk, then ego quietens.
Example :
• Arunagiri Nadha… great Murugan Bhakta climbed Thiruvennalai.
Lord Subramaniya – Guru.. Taught :

• “Summa Iru” for the ego.
• Keep quiet, be at ease.
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• Be still, just be, relax.
• Let ego – I – thought drop, settle down, then realisation, peace, happiness of Atma.
• I always experience world in realm of ignorance of SELF.
• Falsify ego I, mind.
• Chapter 1 – 15 – Panchadasi.. Summa Iru… only teaching.
• Otherwise mind goes to Samsara…
• Medicine same in all chapters… quieten the “Ego – I”.
• Mine… my possessions all based on “Ego I” rising up in waking state from Sakshi I.

• W.r.t. body, mind, sense, Upadhi, I have sense of I.
• I – without I and mine = Sakshi, Chaitanyam, Turiyam.
• Pure Consciousness – Minus – Individuality and sense of possessiveness is the ultimate
truth.
• I – minus - (Small i + mine)

- Truth = Consciousness
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Session 18
Revision :
• Consciousness reveals itself distinctly without any doubt.
• Pratyaksha can have obstacles.
• SELF unforgettable, unignorable, always known.
• Inert body appears conscious.
• SELF does not appear ignorant, inert.
• In ignorance, self not forgotten.

• I don’t experience consciousness is not true.
• Consciousness can never be denied.
• How to experience this consciousness?
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Verse 21 :

From whatever objects are perceived, dismiss the objects and what remains, viz., the pure
consciousness, the awareness only, is Brahaman. Such an understanding is called the
determination of the nature of Brahman. [Chapter 3–Verse 21]
From perceptions
Remove the objects
What remains = Pure awareness,
Brahman
• Consciousness minus objects = Awareness.
• Drop attention to object, consciousness, awareness revealed.
• Lack of attention is problem.
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I See

Pot / Wife / Son

- Awareness
- Light of stage forgotten
- Mind rewined after study of
scriptures to cognise awareness

- Our focus now
- Mind now wined to see objects.

a) Yat Bodha Matram Tat Brahma :
• Commonality, non specific foundation of all experiences.
• Consciousness = Object + thought
• Thought – object = Consciousness
= Only Bodha, Awareness
= Brahman

• Don’t bother about objects, thoughts in meditation.
• Focus on awareness, foundation, substration, in which all thoughts arrive and depart.
• Awareness spiritual light illumines all thoughts.
• I am that spiritual immortal light of the world.
b) Upeksha :
• Discard, disregard, nonattention, effortless.
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c) Iti Brahma Dhihi :
• In Brahma Guha, hidden is you yourself in which 3 states come and go.
Vishaya
- Object
- Shabda

Vishayin
- Subject
- Knower of objects

Adhyasa Bashyam :
• Asmat Pratyaya Gochara.
I See
- Vishayin Pratyaya
- Asmat Pratyaya
- I – though

Object / I know object
- Yushmat Pratyaya

Dritharashtra – Sanatkumara :
• What is spiritual death?
• Pramata – Inattentiveness is spiritual death.

• Be attentive – realise now.
• Vedanta give a new eye to be attentive.
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Session 19
Revision :
• Knowingness does not change in all 3 periods : Past, present, future.
• Without object, there is no knowing.
Knower – I = Consciousness
Changeless

Illuminator of 3 states and their objects
Non variable, non relative
Keno Upanishad :

Brahman

Indeed, he attains immortality, who intuits It in and through every modification of the mind. Through the
Atman he obtains real strength, and through Knowledge, immortality. [II – 4]

•
•
•
•

Consciousness is known in and through all thoughts.
Thought is doorway to Brahman.
Why we do Pancha Kosha Viveka?
Shortest way to Brahman.
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Verse 22 :

By dismissing the objective element, i.e. the five sheaths, what remains is the witness of the
sheaths. That is the real nature of the Self (viz., pure consciousness). Non-existence cannot be
attributed to it. [Chapter 3–Verse 22]

Dismiss the objective element from
perceptions
What remains is witness of 5 Sheaths
Real Nature of SELF, pure Consciousness
Not – Non existence
a) How one comes Vishayin? By Pancha Kosha Pari Tyaga – rejecting 5 Koshas.
• Reject 5 Koshas as Anatma – Not me
↓
Physical body, physiological functions, Vayu Vikara, mind, sense organs – Karanam,
intellect + sense organs – Karta, Ananda Maya Kosha – Priya – Moda – Pramoda –
Nidra Vruttis – (Samanya Ananda).
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b) What is rejection of 5 Koshas?
• Ananthatva Dhi Tatra.
• Understanding them as non-self.

• Crystalisation of knowledge = Clarity.
• Forgetting 5 Koshas = transcending 5 Koshas.
• Paradigm Shift = Self awareness
• Paramartikam.

c) Sakshi Buta Avaseshataha :
• What is left?
• Knower, illuminator of all 5 Koshas.
• Sakshat Ikshate.
• Directly perceive, known.
• Sakshi doesn’t know mind through eyes or through thoughts, instruments.
• Sakshi knows directly without any medium, effortlessly.
• In sleep, I exist.
• Effort brings modification, change, in the user, Karta.

• There should be no I-ness in 5 Koshas.
• Mind knows object through a thought.
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Senses – Mind
I) Medium
- Effort required
- Vikara happen
- Senses mind tired
- Jnana, Karma Indriyas tired
- Need rest
II) Intellect borrows light of
consciousness and knows
III) 5 Koshas involved in all
transactions
IV) 5 Koshas rejected as non-SELF

Sakshi
I) Non – instrumental awareness
- Knowledge
- Nirvikara
- Never tired of knowing the mind
- In young age don’t realise body,
mind
II) Sakshi medium-less knower
III) Bodha Consciousness alone
remains at the end of all transactions
in waking, dream, sleep
IV) Sakshi realised on giving up 5
Koshas, 3 Avasthas, 3 bodies.
- Brahman known as my own SELF.

• What remains after negation of 5 Koshas = Illuminator.
• Known as SELF of you and SELF of the world.
d) I – Sakshi = Brahman = Svasvarupam, Sa Eva Syat
• Brahman = Nature of God.

• Consciousness, Prajnanam, illuminator should be known as Brahman.
• ?????, Do Panchakosha Viveka and know your “SELF”.
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Vishayi
-

Oneself
Illuminator, knower of 5 Koshas
Beyond all bondages
Supreme reality
Nitya Mukta, Buddha Shuddha
Svarupa

Vishaya
- 5 Koshas

• Absence of pure Consciousness = Shunya Vadins theory
• Vedanta = Consciousness which illumines 5 Koshas exists.

e) Durgatam :
• Impossible to say nothing remains.
• Impossible to establish existing an non-existing, Shunyam.
Conclusion :
I)

Consciousness is Self – luminous.

II) Illumines 5 Sheaths
III) Is solid presence
• How can it be Shunyam, non existent.
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Verse 23 :

One’s self is surely existing ; there can not be any opposition to that. Were it not so, who could
be the opponent? [Chapter 3 - Verse 23]
• Ones SELF is surely existing.
• No opposition to it at any time.
• By doubting, one proves existence.

• At the beginning of discussion – you are there.
• At the end – you are there.
• Don’t doubt presence of existence.
• W.r.t. you, there are no 2 positions.
• Only one – you are there, existent, absolutely.
Asti
SELF if

Nasti
• Then many problems.
• To argue person required, who is opponent?
• Win – win – for Advaitin in both cases
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Verse 24 :

Nobody, except through delusion, can entertain the idea that he does not exist. So the Sruti
thus exposes the falsity of the position of one who denies the existence of the Self.
[Chapter 3 - Verse 24]
• Through delusion alone, you can say, I don’t exist.

• Vibramam = Delusion, unusual state of mind.
• In Normal state, you will never say :
Let me not be there.
• In pain, suffering, abnormal state, you will say, let me not be there.

Taittriya Upanishad :

If he knows Brahman as non-existent, he becomes himself non-existent. If he knows Brahman
as existent, then (They) the world knows him to be existent. Of the former (Anandamaya
Kosa), the self is the essence. [2 - 6 - 1]
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• Asanneva Sa Bavati – Asat Brahmeti.. One becomes non-existent one who thinks
Brahman / SELF is not there, himself becomes non-existent.

• SELF is called Brahman in Upanishad.
a) Asat Brahma Iti Chet :
• If Brahman not there, he becomes non-existent.
• Shunya Vada not accepted.

• Let self not be known, let self not be seen as object but as the subject consciousness.
• Because self not seen by eyes, don’t conclude it is not there.
• Accept it as non-objectified presence.
b) Atossya Ma But Vedatvyam Sva Syat Tvatva Me Buat :
• Therefore, of the self let there be no knowability, objectification.
• Self = Subject, not object.
• After negating 5 Koshas, don’t try to experience SELF as object.
• Accept its presence as subject.
• Self not object of cognition, knowledge, let there be acceptance of ones existence as
the subject.
• It is subject of all knowledges.
• Its existence can’t be denied.
• One who is seeing self as non-existent is the self.
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• In deep sleep, I know, I am not there.
I – know
- Nature of Consciousness, Bodha
Svarupa
- Brahman
- Awake all the time
- I am knower of Ego I, Waker,
Dreamer, Sleeper small I.
- Consciousness is aware of
presence, absence of ego

I was not there
-

Ego – I
Gone to sleep
Small I
Absence of ego admitted by
Advaitin in deep sleep.
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Verse 25 :

‘He who believes Brahman to be non-existent, becomes non-existent himself.’ it is true the Self
can never be an object of knowledge. But you must accept the existence of the Self (identified
with one’s own existence) as a fact. [Chapter 3 - Verse 25]

Sva Satvam Tu – Abhyupetham :
• Nobody can deny ones own existence.
• Shunyavadin Answered.
2 main arguments

Self need not be seen

Self is there

Who am I?
• Self + 5 Koshas.

In knowledge what is there

In ignorance what is there

Self + No Ignorance

5 Koshas
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• SELF

+

5 Koshas
=
Ignorance
3 Avasthas
3 Sharirams
• SELF – 5 Koshas = Knowledge.
• In Knowledge : SELF alone is.
• Pancha Kosha Viveka is required to say :
Something in me is not an object but subject, not 5 Koshas.
• Vishaya – Vishayi Viveka.
• Self = Knower, Consciousness.
• Nature of knower clear when you negate the Sheaths of the knower.
• Come to know pure knower.
• Vishaya – Vishayi Viveka purifies knower and then makes you come to Sakshi, Sat,
Existence.
• Know I am Brahman = SELF
• Consciousness = Lord.
• God in pure nature = SELF = Consciousness.
Upadesa Sara :

One who gives up the conditionings gains Self-realisation. The vision of the Lord as the Self is
true God-realisation. [Verse 25]
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